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Abstract Consider a time homogeneous {0, 1}-valuedm-dependent Markov chain
{X−m+1+n, n � 0}. In this paper, we study the joint probability distribution of num-
ber of 0-runs of length k0(k0 � m) and number of 1-runs of length k1(k1 � m) in
n trials. We study the joint distributions based on five popular counting schemes
of runs. The main tool used to obtain the probability generating function of the
joint distribution is the conditional probability generating function method. Fur-
ther a compact method for the evaluation of exact joint distribution is developed.
For higher-order two-state Markov chain, these joint distributions are new in the
literature of distributions of run statistics. We use these distributions to derive some
waiting time distributions.
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1 Introduction

Distribution theory related to run statistics has become a very active area in
recent years. Particularly in the last decade it has been extensively studied by
many researchers (Aki and Hirano 1994, 1995; Aki et al. 1996; Antzoulakos 1999;
Balakrishnan 1997; Fu and Koutras 1994; Han and Aki 1999, 2000a,b,c; Inoue
and Aki 2002, 2003; Koutras and Alexandrou 1995; Uchida 1998; and references
therein.).

At early stages run statistics were defined with respect to Bernoulli trials (BT).
Several generalizations to usual BT such as non-identical BT, Markov dependent
BT (MBT), higher-order MBT, Binary sequences of order k, Binary sequences of
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